324                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
test,, stand closing solidly together without sign of fracture.
specimen Bar*,. 12$. For all material taken by the water commissioner for testing there will be added to the final estimate the following prices, viz.:
For all steel, the sum of five cents per pound. For all cast iron, the sum of  three  cents per pound.
All broken material to belong to the  party of the second part.
Finish.                 125.    The workmanship and finish throughout
shall be thorough and of the very best, and any piece or part, however perfect it may be in other respects, if defective in workmanship, will be rejected.
Planed.                   126.    That part of the bed plate on which rests
the three eighth inch bottom plate of the truss shall be planed or faced to a true plane surface. All abutting joints in top and lower chord shall be planed or faced.
•punching;.               127.    In punching rivet holes, the diameter of
the die shall in no case exceed the diameter of the punch more than one sixteenth inch, and all holes must be clean cut, without torn or ragged edges.
Kivet Holes.            128.    All   rivet   holes shall  be so   accurately
spaced and drilled or punched that when the several parts are assembled a rivet one-sixteenth inch less in diameter than the hole can be entered hot into any hole without straining the iron by drifting. Occasional variations shall be corrected by reaming.
«RivCt wmk.             I2g     Whenever  possible,   all rivets   must be
machine driven. The rivets, when driven, shall completely fill the holes. The rivet heads shall be round and of a uniform size throughout the work. They shall be full and neatly made, and be concentric with the rivet holes, and thoroughly pinch the connected pieces together. The several pieces forming one built member must fit closely together, and when riveted shall be free from twists, bends or open joints. The angle irons forming the top chord must be bent at the different panel points to the proper angle. The lower chord shall have sufficient camber to allow for the deflection of the loaded truss.
•Bolts «nd                130.    All bolts and nuts to be made from the
Nut*"           best quality of soft steel.    The nuts to be hexagonal
and the heads square.    Heads, nuts and threads to
be   standard   size.    All bolts  shall  have ft  washer
under the heads or nuts, where in contact with wood.

